SUMMARY The segregation of chromosomes 13 distinguishable by Q band fluorescent polymorphisms has been studied in three families with retinoblastoma. The recombination fraction for two of these families and four families previously reported did not differ significantly from 50%. Since a high recombination fraction has been predicted from chiasma frequency between the centromere of chromosome 13 and 13q14 these results neither confirm nor refute the location of the autosomal dominant gene predisposing to retinoblastoma in 13ql4. 
Predisposition to retinoblastoma can be inherited in an autosomal dominant manner with a penetrance of about 90%. This gene (Rb-1) may be acquired either by germinal mutation or inheritance from a carrier parent. Of patients with retinoblastoma who have inherited the gene, 60 to 70% are bilaterally affected; on the other hand retinoblastoma patients who do not inherit the gene are invariably unilaterally affected.' 2 Twenty-six retinoblastoma patients with a constitutional chromosome 13 pat i pat 2 pat3 pat2 pat4 pat2 pat4 mat 1
B-lIateral retinoblastoma
Unilateral ret rioblastoma enucleation and irradiation and right irradiation. An osteosarcoma of the left orbit was diagnosed at 7 years of age and he died 6 months later. His mother (11.2) and aunt (11.3) did not have enucleations, but were treated by irradiation as babies. His uncle (11.4) was diagnosed at 7 months of age and was treated with irradiation and bilateral enucleation.
In family 2 (fig 2) , the proband (11.3) was diagnosed at 6 months of age and treated by left enucleation; the right eye was treated with radiation starting at 6 months and enucleation was carried out at the age of 2 years. Her father (I.1) had one eye removed as a child in Poland and is assumed to have had unilateral retinoblastoma. In her brother (11.1) bilateral retinoblastomas were recognised at 12 months of age; enucleation of the left eye was performed, but it subsequently became clear that the tumour had spread beyond the orbit. The right eye was treated by irradiation, but the tumour progressed. The boy died of metastases at 9 years of age. Her sister (11.2) has a white lesion in the right retina.
This was first thought to be toxoplasmosis, but since I I Family studies of the chromosomal location of the retinoblastoma gene (Rb-i) Retinoblastoma patient 1.1 carries markers 13 pat 1, which has a centromeric band of medium intensity and medium fluorescent satellites, and pat 2, which has a medium fluorescent centromeric band but no fluorescent satellites. I.2 carries mat I1, which has pale satellites and no centromeric band, and mat 2, which has neither centromeric band nor fluorescent satellites.
II.2 who is probably an Rb-1 gene carrier has inherited pat 1 from 1.1 and 11.3 has retinoblastoma and has inherited pat 2 from 1.1. Since both are probably gene carriers one must be a recombinant for chromosome 13. There is therefore one recombinant in two sibs. FAMILY 3 Fig 3 shows the segregation of the Q banded chromosomes 13 in family 3. 11.1 carries markers 13 mat 1, which has neither centromeric band nor satellites, and mat 2, which has a pale centromeric band and satellites with almost no fluorescence.
11.2 has retinoblastoma and carries markers 13 pat 1, which has an intense fluorescent centromeric band and no fluorescent satellites, and pat 2, which has a medium fluorescent centromeric band and medium fluorescent satellites.
111.1 has retinoblastoma and carries markers 13 pat 2 and mat 1.
1.2 carries marker 13 pat 2 and a chromosome 13 with an intense fluorescent band at the centromere, medium fluorescent satellites, and a larger short arm than pat 2.
Marker pat 1 is clearly inherited from 1.1 and the sister of 1.1 carries two chromosomes 13 identical to pat 1. 11.8 carries chromosome 13 
